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A HEART IN TWO
PLACES

Living abroad conjures images of exotic locales and
adventure-experiencing sights, sounds and tastes that
expand any understanding of how the world works.
The expatriate experience can be a marvellous one.
The infusion of adventure into everyday life can
inspire and challenge. And now, as our global
economy expands, more and more people from
around the world are taking on the joys and difficulties that comprise life abroad.
As fabulous as this kind of life experience can be, it is
also difficult. It requires adapting to a new culture, establishing a new way of navigating every day difficulties, and managing separation from loved ones at
home. Often it entails learning a new language or
finding a new job. Of course, these challenges may be
part of the appeal of living abroad and the sense of
mastery gained by overcoming these obstacles can be
very empowering. However, adjustment is a stressful
process that can impact health and well-being if there
is not consistent and compassionate attention to
self-care.
A client recently confided to me that her experience
of expat life is complicated by the guilt she feels by
being far away from her family of origin. She discussed
feeling like her “heart is in two places” and that as
much as she feels proud to have established a life for
herself in Switzerland, she finds herself feeling
paralysed about future decisions for fear that she
might disappoint them.
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Another client recounted his deep longing to raise
his children in an environment similar to the one in
which he grew up, an environment he does not feel
like he can access due to his current circumstances
living abroad. He reflected on the grief he feels about
having to make peace with this reality and his uncertainty about how he will be a parent in a foreign
country.
As with most things, the expat experience is not easy
to characterise. There are so many variables that
influence the adjustment to living abroad and I have
found that it is an ever-evolving (almost daily!) experience, one that can feel simultaneously exhilarating
and exhausting. It is not unusual to experience difficulties in managing the new challenges that arise
when adjusting to living abroad but if you find that
the way you are feeling interferes with your mood or
with your ability to complete daily tasks (i.e., go to
work, maintain hygiene, go out with friends), then it
may be a good idea to consult a medical or mental
health practitioner for support. It can be frustrating
to find that the life envisioned prior to moving is not
the reality but that does not mean that the reality is
impossible to manage or enjoy.
For many, life abroad is thrilling from the very first
moment. For others, it can take time to settle in and
adjust to the many changes. In any case, the courage
and hard work required to take this leap into the
unknown should be celebrated.
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NO PLACE TO
LAND: MANAGING
STRESS

Life stressors like divorce, health concerns, child educational issues, and caring for ageing or sick parents
are very difficult no matter the geographical setting.
However, when these issues arise for those who are
living abroad, they can seem simply insurmountable. I
have found that, in general, expatriates are a hardy
bunch. They usually feel ready to take on the challenges that living in a non-native country entails.
Often they have experience from their childhoods
traveling and experiencing different cultures and
changing environments. Or they bravely fall in love
with someone from a different country and open
themselves to the prospect of a multicultural relationship. Sometimes the expat experience beckons
to those who are looking for a fresh start and a
chance to cast a new die for their lives.
In any case, those who choose this kind of life are
usually prepared for the emotional challenges that
characterise it. They are not surprised by days that
require dealing with language challenges, reaching
outside of their comfort zones, and getting lost for
hours. But, throw in one or more of the major life
stressors mentioned above and these “expat virtues”
can be sorely tested.
A client once described to me how living abroad and
dealing with a major life stressor left her feeling like
she had “no place to land,” that she felt too disconnected from support in her country of origin but also
not intimately acquainted enough with support in her
adopted country. As a result, she struggled to carry
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the weight of the stressor by herself, without
knowing how to direct the emotional resources she
had cultivated through the challenge of living abroad
in order to more effectively manage her experience.
Deciding to take the plunge and live outside of your
country of origin for an extended period of time is
not unlike dealing with a major life stressor. As you
consider what life might be like following a major
change, it is easy to get caught up in anticipation of
the worst-case scenarios or doubt your abilities to
manage what might arise as part of this adjustment.
However, if this was where the thought process
ended, than no one would live abroad. There is a
point at which the thinking flips to consideration of
all possibilities in a more balanced way. Regardless of
how you think about an event, however, there is no
certainty about how these thoughts will correlate to
the future. So, there is a self-confidence and
awareness of an ability to be flexible in the face of the
unknown that is necessary in deciding to live abroad.
Once my client could connect to these gained skills
and her own quiet strength, she felt more
empowered to manage the stressor and was able to
develop a plan to deal with it in a way that reflected
her values. She came to believe that she could do it,
even when there were days when she encountered
extreme challenges to this belief. Concurrently, she
created a support system that she could turn to for
information and empathy. She admitted feeling
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surprised that increased self-reliance actually helped
her to feel better able to seek support, rather than
confirming her initial fear that asking others for help
would make her reliant upon them. In essence, with
hard work and courage, she created a safe place to
land for herself.
Although it can certainly be more challenging to deal
with major life stressors as an expat, it is not impossible. Those characteristics that often draw
people to living life abroad can also be utilised to
cope with unexpected difficulties that challenge
emotional well-being.The decision to live outside of
your country of origin is one that cannot be made
without a great deal of courage, hope and belief in
your abilities to cope with difficulty. And though we
do not get to decide when and how major stressors
will arise in life, the same hard-won attributes that
help us manage other difficult situations/decisions
can be called upon to help us through.
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SOME TIPS FOR
SETTLING INTO A
NEW COUNTRY

A Checklist
Moving to a new country is not easy and can
challenge even the most thick-skinned adventurer. As
a psychologist, mother and weathered survivor of a
move abroad, I hope I can offer you a number of tips
that will help you to flourish in your new expatriate
home.
1. Keep your sense of humour
This is the most important piece of advice. Without
an ability to step back from a situation and laugh at
yourself, your time as an expatriate will be difficult.
Just yesterday, my son and I used the boys’ locker
room at the pool. I did not know the German word
for “boy” and there wasn’t a visual representation on
the door so after a quick eeney-meeney-miney-mo,
we chose one. Luckily it was empty but the lifeguard
informed us later of our mistake.After turning a deep
shade of fuchsia, I laughed and vowed to start
German lessons. As a bonus, laughter improves
immune system functioning and decreases stress!
This perspective also helps us talk about it and
connect with others.
2. Learn the language
Before moving to the German-speaking part of
Switzerland, we lived for three years in the Frenchspeaking part. I found that learning French helped me
feel more connected to the community. For instance,
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once I learned how to properly tell the cashier at the
grocery store to “have a nice day,” I relished the
smiles I received in turn. Most native speakers will
appreciate your efforts and overlook your mistakes.
However, make sure that your expectations
regarding language learning are reasonable or you
risk demoralisation. It is very hard and takes time!
Luckily, there are many low-cost resources to help
you on your way.
3. Find a group
I found that taking language classes was an important
way to meet other people who could share my experience of being abroad and learning something
new. Connecting with people helps to ease the
intense feeling of isolation that naturally occurs after
moving abroad. If you have a baby or small child, see
if there is a teacher willing to provide lessons to you
and a friend at your home. Sharing a teacher cuts
costs.Taking lessons is activating, creates routine and
contributes to the development of a social support
network, which is crucial for most people to maintain
their mental health. You could consider starting or
joining a running group, church, a women’s group, or
book club. Connecting to others will decrease stress
and suffering.
4. Find your niche
What did you do in your home country that helped
you feel like yourself? Are you a gym rat? A coffee
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house aficionado? Are you a movie buff or an animal
lover? Sports fan? Do you enjoy volunteering? Find a
place in your new location that supports pursuits
where you can connect with those parts of your personality. Perhaps it is a special park or museum or
even the public library. Integrate a visit into your
routine so that it can be a place to check in with
yourself on a regular basis. Explore your values and
what gives your life meaning, and discover how you
can link your behaviour with that value.
5. Be aware of your personal risk factors
Prior to moving abroad, I had no idea how much the
weather could impact my mood.As a native Floridian,
I never had the opportunity to see how three weeks
of grey weather would affect me. And now I know.
When I feel edginess or low motivation coming on
during a spell of bad weather, I have a plan for
managing it. And other factors can also impact how
you feel you are handling your expatriate life, such as
hormones, stress, loneliness, change in physical
activity level, change in diet, lack of sleep. Know your
triggers and how to work with them. Practicing selfcompassion is also a crucial part of overcoming these
very tough moments.
6. Cultivate friends with whom you can
both brag and whinge
There is a tendency in the early years of life abroad
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to join any social opportunity that presents itself but
at some point, it may be important to select which
relationships to focus on in order to cultivate more
quality than quantity. Not everyone will be able to
understand or empathise, which can use up our
energy and throw us off kilter. I would recommend
finding friends with whom you can both brag and
whinge. These are people who can celebrate small
victories with you because they recognise that life is
difficult and can also listen non-judgmentally to you
and validate you when you just need to vent.
7. Give yourself a year - or more
A client once reported to me that she was having a
“bad Switzerland day” after experiencing a number of
incidents that she felt illustrated the worst part of
the country’s cultural values.These days will occur a
lot in the first two years and into the following years,
particularly after the “honeymoon stage.” Resist the
urge to make any big decisions on these days and
start fresh the next day. Beyond that, the mounds of
PAPERWORK and reorganisation involved in moving
abroad often take far longer than an entire year
before it is settled. Oftentimes, it feels like it is never
completely done. However, take your time and
monitor your stress level. These growing pains are
normal and acculturation is a complex process that
takes many years.
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8. Resist culture blaming - you’ll just feel
more isolated
We expatriates are in a unique position to compare
our own native cultures to our host culture. There
are some things that work better and some things
that may not work as well.When you notice yourself
tallying all the things that do not work as well, resist
the tendency toward black/white thinking.When you
start to feel like the culture itself is flawed, you will
only feel more alone. Let the thoughts and emotions
pass and recognise that you may feel differently the
next day. Cultivate a gently curious “let’s see how I
feel tomorrow” mindset. Check in with yourself to
see if there is an un-met need underneath the
distress that can be addressed with tenderness and
care.
9. Be aware of resentment in your
partnership
This is an insidious scourge of expatriate relationships. Often, one partner is relocated abroad while
the other goes along. When things are not working
well for the partner who does not have the benefit
of routine and socialisation provided by employment,
it is easy to hold the other partner responsible. Be
open about how you are feeling and what you are
needing so that resentment does not fester.
Recognise that acculturation is hard/long/complex
and ask your partner for extra support and patience
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while you attend to self-care.Your relationship will be
better for it, even if it means spending more money
or time to get what you need.
10. Establish a routine but leave room for
spontaneity
Following a major life transition, routine and predictability are very important. Setting in place a rhythm
can help you to increase your resilience to the small
and large bumps in the road that will inevitably occur.
Even small routines like going for a walk every
evening, or visiting your favourite coffee shop each
week, or buying an English newspaper to read along
with a bar of chocolate will help you to establish a
sense of order. However, avoid clutching rigidly to
routine- if an unexpected opportunity for joy or
long-term gratification occurs, seize the moment.
11. Keep your traditions but adopt some
new ones
At our house, we have established a “Swiss-giving”
tradition (no turkey, just a big chicken!) that helps me
to tap into holidays that are important to me and to
teach my sons about their American heritage.
Advocate for those traditions that help you and your
family connect to what is important for you. It may
not look exactly the same but the intention itself is
affirming. On the same token, partake in the local traditions and try them on for size. Is there space for
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you and your family to integrate them into your way
of life? If so, new and unexpected pleasures await you.
12. Get support in your native language
Need a little extra support as you adjust to life
abroad? There is no shame in finding a professional
who can help you to figure out your own plan for
flourishing, whether a medical practitioner, psychologist, yoga teacher, midwife or priest. If possible, finding
someone who speaks your mother tongue as a native
speaker is ideal but otherwise make sure it is
someone with whom you can freely utilise the
richness of language to describe how you are feeling
and doing. In the meantime, be kind to yourself, rest
well and be in touch with those you love.
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Some resources to learn more about the
topics discussed in the book:
1. United Nations Global Migration report and
resources
https://www.un.org/

2. Berry’s Model of Acculturation
https://open.maricopa.edu/

3.The five stages of acculturation:
1. Honeymoon phase; initial euphoria/excitement
2.The distress or crisis stage: irritation/hostility
3. Re-integration stage: gradual adjustment, humour, and
perspective
4.Autonomy stage: "feeling at home" - Adaptation and biculturalism
5. Independence stage

4.A values exercise to help you identify what parts
of life are most meaningful to you
https://loving.health/

5. Self-compassion practices that you can do to deal
with distress
https://self-compassion.org/

6.To find an English-speaking psychologist in
Switzerland, you can use the Federation of Swiss
Psychologists search engine:
https://www.psychologie.ch/
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